A knowledge discovery and representation frame to mine contents in systems biology is described. It applies natural language processing to integrate linguistic and domain knowledge in a mathematical model for information management, formalizing the notion of semantic similarity in different degrees. The goal is to provide computational tools to identify, extract and relate not only data but also scientific notions, even if the information available to start the process is not complete.

The interpretation basis is the conceptual graph, a formalism for semantic representation that allows us to express meaning in a form that is logically precise, humanly readable, and computationally tractable. Our work exploits the automatic generation of these structures from raw texts through graphical and natural language interaction, providing a solid foundation for the treatment of document incompleteness and query vagueness. We avoid recourse to classic ontologies serving as meta languages for the annotation task that frequently prevent the effective reuse of knowledge, unnecessarily overloading the accessing task for inexpert users, which significantly distances us from previous approaches.
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1. Introduction

The globalization of information access and the generation of vast amounts of knowledge in the biological domain have provided the ground for a new research paradigm called systems biology (SB) \(^{35}\). In contrast to the classic hypothesis-oriented approach, where the researcher attempts to refute hypotheses from a set of baseline assumptions, this new one focuses on the integration in a single model of complex interactions between large amounts of heterogeneous data to yield specific targets for further research in the sense of the data-oriented experimental paradigm described in \(^{53}\). Such an approach is especially interesting when dealing with very labor-intensive and time-consuming tasks, involving the analysis, crosscheck and synthesis of large amounts of data, as is the case of phenotype identification or seeking an understanding of the evolution, working and interaction of biological organisms. As it is commonly accepted that only 10-20% of all species have been discovered \(^{55}\), it can be expected that the current data overload in biodiversity will continue to grow, making it impossible for researchers to read all the literature that would be of interest to solve any of these specific problems. This involves a critical need for information discovery tools, whose economical impact must be taken into consideration \(^{9}\), posing a number of problems that need to be overcome.

A first question to address is how to represent the huge volume of knowledge we want to extract and manage. As most biological data are currently available in digital format \(^{42}\) or are currently being digitized, research to provide semantic-based access to information naturally leads us to the notion of ontology, intended as a framework for the domain knowledge of an intelligent system \(^{12}\). This justifies the popularity of this kind of structures during recent years \(^{47}\) in a variety of biological domains \(^{15,30,56}\), although shortcomings in both ontology content and logic design often prevent the creation of operational frameworks \(^{18}\). In particular, as one major source of data is scientific publications in the form of raw text using natural language, creating such curated structures often relies on qualified experts that not only need to provide access to relevant information but also to inter-relate it while ensuring collaborative sharing and maintainability. All this once again incurs high costs in terms of both time and staff.

Another problem raised concerns the access to information itself. Although the web has revolutionized this technology over the last decade by providing a distributed architecture linking frameworks and servers \(^{3}\), most authoritative databases continue to be accessed through traditional entry points \(^{55}\), whilst the meaning of documents is left unanalyzed and can only be explored using full-text techniques \(^{26}\). This means some limitations for transparent, precise and easy retrieval by inexpert users across heterogeneous data sources, as well as for flexible and rapid adaptation to changes in the domain \(^{37}\). To solve these without incurring an information overload, we need to enable strategies for both knowledge mining (KM) and discovery
Finally, the interactive nature of the actual knowledge management task must be factored. On the one hand, biologists need to relate information from different and heterogeneous sources 52, as is the case of diagrammatic biological models or phenotypical, geographical or experimental data. On the other hand, the researcher should be able to estimate the accuracy, efficiency and reliability of the system 41. However, a black box device fails to capture the user’s true context and problem solving cannot go beyond its own knowledge resources, even if this is possible from a logical point of view. As a consequence, the behavior of such a system turns out to be transparent and uniform across all users 53.

On the basis of the remarks made in the foregoing paragraphs, we propose a frame for KD and KM taking the notion of conceptual graph (CG) 50 as representation formalism. This makes it possible to identify semantic structures with formulae, and introduce deduction as reasoning model through a graph morphism called projection 11, which proves to be both sound and complete with regard to deduction in first-order-logic (FOL), thereby providing a formal frame for flexible information access 23. With regard to user interaction, we are interested in dealing directly with raw text, which allows for the immediate treatment of most information resources at low maintenance costs regardless of their nature and complexity. In particular, we propose an interface design based on natural language processing (NLP) that benefits from the semantic analysis capabilities of our KM architecture through a deep dependency parse 17. This latter permits both a high degree of grammatical abstraction and the integration of constituency information modeled by a tree-adjoining grammar (TAG) 33, which facilitates the rapid extraction of grammatical relations, while we gain in robustness and the complexity remains polynomial. Finally, the use of this parse as a starting point for the generation of the CGs that support our semantic representation is the foundation we need to implement an alternative graphical interface.

2. The state-of-the-art

The emergence of SB as research paradigm has revolutionized the biological domain, arousing the interest for specific techniques in knowledge representation, data integration, querying and hypothesis generation 3. Intended as a computer-understandable model for knowledge representation, ontologies have proved to be a powerful tool for conceptual specification, holding great potential for data sharing and reusing 4, and also providing the necessary support for formal reasoning 14. In this sense, the biological community has devoted great efforts in recent years to their creation and maintenance, mainly under the umbrella of the Open Biological Ontologies Foundry (OBO) 49, a collaborative experiment that has resulted in a set of principles for their development in the domain. The initiative includes more than a hundred ontologies on the various branches of biology such as anatomy, behavior, environmental conditions, experimentation, phenotype, process, sequence
Such a variety of data sources impacts both the reasoning task on computable definitions and its maintainance, due to the compositional nature of the information, thus favoring links between concepts in different ontologies. This, in turn, can lead to redundancy phenomena in both concepts and relationships, with a consequent increase in complexity. Data interoperability and integration then arises as a major research topic, with different lines of work open, many of them already available within the OBO library.

The most simple way of approaching the problem described is the use of servers publishing ontology repositories or ontology frameworks, the latter understood as collections of functions to access ontologies that have probably been stored in distinct formats. It is also possible to integrate both approaches, although they are sensitive to update processes, complicating the maintenance task for accessing tools as well as contents. In order to reduce this impact, most authors are focusing their efforts on two types of strategies. The former involves the development of terminologies serving as meta-language for the annotation tasks, providing a shared vocabulary or an automated annotation system, whilst the second one looks for upper domain ontologies supporting knowledge sharing and management. Unfortunately, none of these alternatives show the flexibility that could have been expected when the data handled are inherently heterogeneous, mostly written in natural language, provided by different researchers possibly using distinct vocabularies and methodologies, pursuing particular goals and under varying spatio-temporal frames.

The querying task attempts to adapt to this rigidity by incorporating natural language interfaces whose interpretation is guided by a domain ontology, providing a mapping between linguistic structures and domain conceptual relations, often through a dependency parse. This allows us to enter structural matching to support similarity measures between concepts and clears the way for hypothesis generation, automating the knowledge acquisition task from raw texts. However, addressing the query problem effectively lies first in locating it in a decidable framework that, in turn, also impacts on the rest of techniques relating the computational treatment of SB. In this sense, CGS provide a tool to make commonalities explicit and to derive knowledge, inferring sub and super-concept relationships. The application of the model to KM has become of increasing interest in the last decade, albeit practical proposals have been limited to restricted domains, looking for both grammatical simplicity and a well-known vocabulary in texts: patent claims, financial statements or computer science. The initial cause of these limitations is the difficulty to automatically generate CGS from raw texts, entailing a manual processing of the documents. At this point, attempts to solve this question have been rare and incomplete. To the best of our knowledge, no practical proposals in the biological domain are available and only some preliminary work has suggested their applicability in this case, probably due to its inherent linguistic complexity.
With this aim in mind, we describe a practical framework that makes it possible to complete the automation of the KM process, saving time and resources. Introduced by taking a botanic corpus as documentary collection, the technique illustrates the applicability of CG-based approaches to also deal with the biodiversity domain. The proposal includes both a natural language interface and a graphical one, the latter enabling the direct management of CGs in querying tasks, which allows the user to fully exploit this FOIL-based deduction model.

3. The running corpus

We introduce our proposal from a botanic corpus describing West African flora: the "Flore du Cameroun", published between 1963 and 2001, drawn by different research groups and supplied by the French Institute of Research for Cooperative Development. It consists of about forty volumes in French, each one running to about three hundred pages. The text is organized taxonomically, introducing genera (resp. species) in separate chapters (resp. sections), and the descriptions include concepts that are related both taxonomically and non-taxonomically. In the first case, concepts are organised into sub and super tree structures, involving the logic relationships which seem to be the most frequent in biological ontologies, namely the generic, partitive and instance ones. The former is often formalized by "is-a", as in the description referred to the genus *Afzelia*, where the sentence "*l’Afzelia bipidensis existe depuis le sud du Nigeria jusqu’à l’Angola*" ("the *Afzelia bipidensis* grows from Nigeria to Angola") corresponds to an annotation of the type "Afzelia bipidensis is-a Afzelia". The most common form for the second is "part-of", as in "*feuilles `a nervures*" ("leaves with veins"), which associates an annotation of the type "vein part-of leaf". For its part, instances describe individuals, as in "*de couleur rose*" ("of pink color"), that we can formalize by "pink instance-of color".

Non-taxonomic relations include equivalence and associative links. The first relate to concepts that can be represented by more than one entry, which is not unusual in a domain where different names can be assigned to a same organism at different times, either by mistake or due to the existence of vernacular names in use. An example could be the expression "*noms vernaculaires: radis*" ("vernacular names: radish") included in the section devoted to the species *Raphanus sativus*. The associative case involves thematic links between terms that are neither hierarchical nor equivalent, but are nevertheless semantically or contextually related to one another. So, concepts can be siblings within the same branch of the hierarchy or exist in separate ones, baptized as related terms and cross-references respectively. These relationships are reversible, imply inheritance and often arise from experience, providing context and meaning to make the reasoning work easier, for example in dealing with information retrieval (IR) tasks through query expansion. Focusing on biology, they commonly fall into four broad kinds, which we try to contextualize within a reference framework in this domain of knowledge, the Plant Ontology (PO) database:
Nominative relationships describing the names of concepts, as is the case in "lobes latéraux appelés rostellophores" ("lateral lobes called rostellophores"), captured by "lateral lobe hasName rostellophore". Currently, PO does not provide this kind of facility.

- Locative relationships, referring the location of one concept with respect to another as in "fente plus profonde à côté des étamines" ("deeper slot next stamens"), which can be captured using annotations of the type "deeper slot adjacent-to stamens". Another example can be "sorés localisés dans les sinus" ("sori located in the sinuses"), corresponding to an annotation of the type "sorus located-in sinus".

- Relationships representing the functions (resp. processes) a concept has (resp. is involved in), and other properties of the concept. It is the case of "les deux étamines stériles se projettent devant le stigma, peut-être, jouent un rôle de déclencheur dans la pollinisation" (resp. "racines aérières spongieuses ayant un rôle de pneumatophores") ("two sterile stamens projected in front of the stigma, perhaps playing a triggering role in pollination") (resp. "air springing spongy roots with a role of pneumatophores"), which we can formalize by "two sterile stamens in front of the stigma participate-in pollination" (resp. "pneumatophore develops-from air springing spongy roots"). Although PO also includes a relation "derives-by-manipulation-from", whose reverse is "has-participant", this is reserved to relate in vitro plant structures, none of which are represented in our corpus.

- Other types of links, such as temporal ones in "les fruits mûrissent dès janvier" ("the fruits ripen in January") that we can characterized by "ripe fruits co-occurs-with January". To date, they are not considered by PO.

When all these relations between concepts rely on a concrete application domain, eventually enriched with other links, they form a domain ontology. This provides a map between knowledge and linguistic data, which justifies its use by NLP tools in different contexts, such as IR systems, to improve expressiveness and accuracy. Our aim is to serve the same purpose, identifying and accessing the same relations and concepts, but taking the information directly from the unstructured text. However, in order to illustrate this kind of process, the corpus should not only include the semantic information needed to generate those structures, as seen above, but it should also do so involving resources of sufficient size and complexity in both grammatical and lexical aspects. In this regard, each chapter is organized in sections with a title, a narrative description and a dichotomy. A section can also incorporates subsections following the same structure. As an overall rule, the title includes in its first line the names of the authors and the taxon family and subfamily we are dealing with. A second line refers the botanical genus to which the section is devoted, as well as the author who made the discovery. Descriptions relate to mor-
phological aspects such as color, texture, size or form. This implies the presence of nominal sentences, adjectives and also adverbs to express frequency and intensity, and named entities to denote dimensions. A set of dichotomical keys is included when the range presented has other inferior ones. An example with a fragment of one of these sections is shown in Fig. 1, related to the Amphimas genus. Finally, the grammatical structure is added to enable us to propagate the relationships through linguistic constructions, as with enumerations on expressions pointing out instances for the color or the form. Such is the case of "écorce lenticellée de couleur grisâtre, brunâtre ou pourprée" ("lenticellate bark of greyish, brownish or purple color") and "limbe ..., de forme très variées, entier ou profondément digité ou palmatisé, ..." ("limb ... of very varied shape, entire or deeply fingered or palmatisected, ..."), respectively.

Fig. 1. The description of Amphimas genus

The vocabulary is shared by most texts on this matter and, due to the diversity of the constructions present in the corpus and the different ways in which they are

---

*a* It can be recovered from [http://phyto-afri.ird.fr/Flore_cameroun/amphimas.pdf](http://phyto-afri.ird.fr/Flore_cameroun/amphimas.pdf)
expressed, it also seems to be a suitable testing platform to deal with ambiguity and grammatical completeness. We denote this corpus by \( \mathcal{B} \), whose main data set features are a size of 33.9 Gb with 2,719 documents that include a total of 863,297 terms. When it comes to document length, the minimum (resp. maximum) size is 15 (resp. 58,297) words, the average length being 2,079.46.

4. Conceptual graphs and searchable bases

That follows is a survey of the key concepts in CG theory and the formalization of the question answering problem, both necessaries to understand our proposal. Most of the them are taken from \( ^{11,23} \).

**Definition 1.** A support is a triple \( \mathcal{S} = (\mathcal{T}_C, \mathcal{T}_R, \mathcal{I}) \) of finite sets pairwise disjoint, such that \( \mathcal{T}_C \) (resp. \( \mathcal{T}_R \)) is a partially ordered set of concept (resp. relation) types. These orders are interpreted as specialization relationships. So, \( t \leq r \) is read as \( r \) is a generalization of \( t \) or, also, as \( t \) is subsumed by \( r \). Types in \( \mathcal{T}_C \) posses a greater element, \( \top \), called universal type. Types in \( \mathcal{T}_R \) may be of any arity greater or equal to 1, and only those with same arity are comparable. The countable set \( \mathcal{I} \) is a collection of individual markers with a generic marker \( * \not\in \mathcal{I} \). The set \( \mathcal{I} \cup \{*\} \) is partially ordered and its elements pairwise non-comparable, being \( * \) the greatest one.

A support compiles the main concepts, relations and vocabulary that exist in the world we are trying to describe. We can identify the set of markers with a dictionary representing the lexical forms we are working in, while concepts refer to their semantic categories and relations the relationships between them.

**Definition 2.** A basic conceptual graph (BG) defined over a support \( \mathcal{S} = (\mathcal{T}_C, \mathcal{T}_R, \mathcal{I}) \) is a 4-tuple \( \mathcal{G} = (C, R, E, L) \), where \( (C \cup R, E) \) is a bipartite multigraph with \( C \) and \( R \) disjoint sets of concept and relation nodes, respectively. \( E \) is the multiset of edges and \( L \) is a labeling function for nodes and edges. A node \( c \in C \) is labeled by a pair \( \text{[type}(c), \text{marker}(c)] \in \mathcal{T}_C \times (\mathcal{I} \cup \{*\}) \). A node \( r \in R \) is labeled by \( \text{type}(r) \in \mathcal{T}_R \) and the degree of \( r \), i.e., the number of edges incident to, must be equal to the arity of \( \text{type}(r) \). An edge in \( E \), labeled by \( i \in \mathbb{N} \), connecting nodes \( r \in R \) and \( c \in C \), is denoted by \( (r, i, c) \). The edges \( (r, 1, c_1), \ldots, (r, k, c_k) \) incident to \( r \in R \) are totally ordered and labeled from 1 to the degree \( k \) of \( r \). We then shortly denote \( r = \text{type}(r)(c_1, \ldots, c_k) \).

Essentially, a BG is a CG without negation, which simplifies our description. It represents the stencil to be filled in with the concept/relations taken from the support, providing an ontology of the domain.

**Definition 3.** Let \( \mathcal{G}_1 = (C_1, R_1, E_1, L_1) \) and \( \mathcal{G}_2 = (C_2, R_2, E_2, L_2) \) be BGs defined on a support \( \mathcal{S} = (\mathcal{T}_C, \mathcal{T}_R, \mathcal{I}) \), then a projection from \( \mathcal{G}_1 \) to \( \mathcal{G}_2 \) is a mapping \( \pi \) from \( C_1 \) to \( C_2 \), and from \( R_1 \) to \( R_2 \) verifying:

\[
(r, i, c) \in E_1 \Rightarrow (\pi(r), i, \pi(c)) \in E_2 \quad \text{and} \quad x \in C_1 \cup R_1 \Rightarrow L_2(\pi(x)) \leq L_1(x) \quad (1)
\]
where, if \( x \in C_1 \), \( \leq \) refers to the cartesian product of the order on \( T_C \) and on \( I \cup \{ * \} \). If \( x \in R_1 \), then \( \leq \) refers to the order on \( T_R \). We call \( G_1 \) the source and \( G_2 \) the target, and we say that \( G_1 \) subsumes \( G_2 \) or that \( G_1 \) is more general than \( G_2 \), using the notation \( G_1 \models G_2 \). The set of projections from \( G_1 \) to \( G_2 \) is denoted by \( \text{proj}(G_1, G_2) \).

A projection is a graph homomorphism that can specialize the labels of concept and relation nodes. So, the existence of a projection from a BG \( Q \) to another one \( D \) means that the knowledge represented by \( Q \) is contained in the one represented by \( D \), defining a comprehensive indexation protocol for IR purposes.

**Theorem 1.** Let \( G_1 = (C_1, R_1, E_1, L_1) \) and \( G_2 = (C_2, R_2, E_2, L_2) \) be BGS defined on a support \( S \), then \( G_1 \models G_2 \) iff \( \exists \pi \), a projection from \( G_1 \) to \( G_2 \).

**Proof 1.** Trivial from Definition 3.

This introduces a basic querying mechanism, although to locate answers that do not exactly correspond to projections, which often happens in the real world, we must relax the structural constraints.

**Definition 4.** Let \( D, D' \) and \( Q \) be BGS defined on a support \( S \), and \( \varsigma \) a mapping from the set of BGS defined on \( S \) onto itself, such that \( \varsigma(D) = D' \). If \( \pi \in \text{proj}(Q, D') \), then \( (\pi, \varsigma) \) is a projection from \( Q \) to \( D \) modulo \( \varsigma \).

The idea is to supply a set of transformations in order to determine the degree of relevance of a document to a query, when some kind of relation links them. The greater the structural impact on the document, the less relevance will be with regard to the query.

**Definition 5.** Let \( G = (C, R, E, L) \) be a BG defined on a support \( S = (T_C, T_R, I) \), a substitution on \( G \) is a pair \((t, t') \in (C \times (T_C \times (I \cup \{ * \}))) \cup (R \times T_R) \). When we assert that the concept (resp. relation) term \( t \) can replace the term \( t' \), we say that \((t, t') \) are compatible terms.

**Definition 6.** Let \( G = (C, R, E, L) \) be a BG defined on a support \( S = (T_C, T_R, I) \), the result of the join of \( c, c' \in T_C \), such that \( L(c) = L(c') \), is the BG obtained from \( G \) by identification of \( c \) and \( c' \).

As a join can substantially change the structure of a BG, this transformation is usually considered more distancing than substitutions.

**Definition 7.** Let \( G = (C, R, E, L) \) be a BG defined on a support \( S = (T_C, T_R, I) \), the result of adding a node \( n \in C \cup R \), such that \( L(n) = v \), is the new BG \( G + N \), where \( N \) is the graph reduced to \( n \). If \( n \in R \), neighbors must be specified.

---

\[ b \text{. i.e., } (\text{type}(\pi(x)), \text{marker}(\pi(x))) \preceq (\text{type}(x), \text{marker}(x)) \text{ iff } \text{type}(\pi(x)) \preceq \text{type}(x), \text{ and } \text{marker}(\pi(x)) \preceq \text{marker}(x). \]
Given that an addition modifies the BG, but also introduces an external element, it is taken to be more complex than a join. According to the combination of these transformations, we consider four kinds of answer to a given query.

**Definition 8.** Let $D$ and $Q$ be BGs defined on a support $S$, $D$ is an exact answer to $Q$ iff $\text{proj}(Q, D) \neq \emptyset$.

Since the absence of an exact answer is usual, either as a result of the lack of information in the documentary database (documentary incompleteness) or in the query itself (query vagueness), we need to capture the notion of non-exact one.

**Definition 9.** Let $D$ and $Q$ be BGs defined on a support $S$. Then $D$ is an approximate answer to $Q$ iff there exists a sequence of substitutions $\varsigma$, such that $\text{proj}(Q, \varsigma(D)) \neq \emptyset$.

As exact answers are a rare case of approximate ones, we use this last term to refer both categories. In order to further increase the degree of flexibility associated to querying, we can also include joins as admissible transformations.

**Definition 10.** Let $D$ be a BG defined on a support $S$. We say that a sequence $\varsigma$ of substitutions and joins is acceptable iff $\varsigma$ does not contain too many joins relative to the number of nodes in the BG $Q$. The ratio number ($\mu_j$) of joins is chosen by the user.

**Definition 11.** Let $D$ and $Q$ be BGs defined on a support $S$. We say that $D$ is a plausible answer to $Q$ iff there is an acceptable sequence $\varsigma$ of substitutions and joins, such that $\text{proj}(Q, \varsigma(D)) \neq \emptyset$.

We finally include node adds in order to complete the range of possible transformations.

**Definition 12.** Let $D$ be a BG defined on a support $S$. We say that a sequence $\varsigma$ of substitutions, joins and node adds is acceptable iff $\varsigma$ is acceptable for the joins and there are not too many node adjunctions relative to the number of nodes in the BG $Q$. The ratio number ($\mu_a$) of node added is chosen by the user.

**Definition 13.** Let $D$ and $Q$ be BGs defined on a support $S$. We say that $D$ is a partial answer to $Q$ iff there is an acceptable sequence $\varsigma$ of substitutions, joins and node adds; such that $\text{proj}(Q, \varsigma(D)) \neq \emptyset$.

Once a measure of semantic proximity is available, we can introduce a ranking protocol to show the user the answers in the order of most relevant to least relevant. We take as starting point the partial orders in the set of transformations defined.

**Definition 14.** Given a support $S$, let $Q$ and $D = \{D_i\}_{i \in I}$ be the BGs associated to a query and a documentary database, and let $A_Q^D$ be the collection of answers obtained through a set $T_Q^D$ of graph transformation sequences applied to get a
projection of \( Q \) on some \( D_i \), \( i \in I \). We then define a ranking function associated to \( Q \) and \( D \) as the ordering naturally induced in \( A^D_Q \) by any partial order on \( T^D_Q \).

We focus on a partial order, considering an approximate (resp. plausible) answer more relevant than a plausible (resp. partial) one. For a same type, relevance is inversely proportional to the number of transformations applied.

**Definition 15.** Given a support \( S \), let \( Q, D = \{ D_i \}_{i \in I} \) be the BGS associated to a query and a documentary database, and let \( A^D_Q \) be the collection of answers obtained through a set \( T^D_Q \) of graph transformation sequences applied on \( Q \) to get a projection on some \( D_i \), \( i \in I \). We then define the Genest’s partial order on elements \( t, t' \in T^D_Q \) as follows:

\[
T <_G T' \text{ iff } \begin{cases} 
    t' \text{ associates approximate answer OR } \\
    t \text{ associates a partial answer OR } \\
    t \text{ (resp. } t' \text{) associates a partial (resp. plausible) answer OR } \\
    t, t' \text{ associate the same type of answer AND } |t| \geq |t'| 
\end{cases}
\]

while that

\[
T =_G T' \text{ iff } t \text{ and } t' \text{ associate the same type of answer AND } |t| = |t'|.
\]

We do not apply explicit document length normalization (resp. graph-based term weighting), since we assume the scale is provided by graph-ranking computation (resp. the results seem to be similar, despite its simplicity).

5. Surfing the meaning

We briefly describe the protocol for the extraction and representation of the knowledge contained in the texts, using BGS directly generated from them. This will allow us to exploit the IR model introduced.

5.1. Knowledge acquisition

This task is a chain of lexical, syntactic and semantic analysis with minimal user intervention. In relation to the former, the only requirement is on its output, that must include all possible lexical categories for a given occurrence of a form and it is denoted for description purposes as indicated below, introducing some additional structural details in order to later integrate semantic data.

**Definition 16.** Let \( \{ s_i \}_{1 \leq i \leq n} \) be the sequence of sentences in a corpus \( G \) and \( \Theta_{i,j}, 1 \leq j \leq s_i \) be the occurrence of a form in the i-th sentence, \( s_i \). We denote the association of the lexical category (a) and semantic class (b) to this form, in this sentence, by \( \Theta^{a,b}_{i,j} \) and we call it term. We use an anonymous-variable notation, \( \Theta^{a,*}_{i,j} \), in order to designate the set of terms that can only be differentiated by their semantic class, which we call token. We denote by \( \Theta^{*,b}_{i,j} \) the set of tokens referring to the same occurrence of a form, which we call cluster.
Fig. 2. Lexical notation

Table 1. The set $\mathcal{I}$ of initial semantic classes (types) for the corpus $\mathcal{B}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entities</th>
<th>Lemmas (in French)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>organ</td>
<td>limbe, pétale, inflorescence, stammode, sépale, calice, corollic, foliole, rostelle, sinus, ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fruit</td>
<td>fruit, samare, drupe, capsule, akène, infrutescence, gousse, ...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Lemmas (in French)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>color</td>
<td>blanc, vert, rouge, bronze, argenté, brillant, clair, foncé, gris, grisé, noir, marron, ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>form</td>
<td>punctiforme, liniforme, oblongode, cunéiforme, ovale, élongé, ové, circulaire, ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>size</td>
<td>minuscule, mince, large, nombreux, réduit, court, grand, gros, grêle, rétréci, égal, ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>texture</td>
<td>charnu, cilié, cireux, tomenteux, translucide, velu, écailleux, fibreux, glabrescent, ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>position</td>
<td>pendant, dorsal, axial, central, coudé, amplexical, apical, basal, incomêtant, ...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also consider a free-variable notation, using capital letters, in order to enumerate a range of values. So, for example, $\Theta_{\alpha,i,j}^X$ refers to the sequence of terms in the token $\Theta_{\alpha,i,j}$, whose semantic class $X$ is applicable in that context. We can naturally extend this notation to occurrences of tokens and clusters.

Table 2. A sample section from the collocations file for corpus $\mathcal{B}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word (in French)</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Word (in French)</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>composé</td>
<td>[1,2]</td>
<td>organ/fruit</td>
<td>dépassant</td>
<td>[2]</td>
<td>size</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We illustrate these concepts, for the sentence "lobe central du connectif émarginé" ("emarginate central lobe of the connective") taken from corpus $\mathcal{B}$, in Fig. 2. Terms are here represented by triangles, tokens by ellipses and clusters by rectangles. The semantic classes associated to terms are derived either from the user or by means of a some trustworthy method. In the first case, we take the set shown in Table 1, which we organize as entities ($\mathcal{E}$) and properties ($\mathcal{P}$). In the second one, the system looks for collocations, sequences of words that co-occur more often than
would be expected by chance and in which they keep their original meaning. We represent them by triples marker-position-semantic class, as shown in Table 2. The marker identifies the collocation for which the form in the indicated position can be associated with the semantic class, as in the sentence "de couleur jaune" ("yellow color"), where the presence of the marker "couleur" ("color") reveals that "jaune" ("yellow") is an instance of the semantic class "color".

Similarly, the parse should be summarized in a graph that compiles all the possible head-dependent relationships within the text analyzed, which also requires a formal definition.

**Definition 17.** Let $s_i, 1 \leq i \leq n$ be the $i$-th sentence in a corpus $C$ and $\tau$ be the sequence of the grammar rules necessary to generate the token $\Theta_{c,i,k}$ from the token $\Theta_{a,i,j}$ in the head-dependent graph. We denote the dependency between the tokens $\Theta_{a,i,j}$ and $\Theta_{c,i,k}$, labeled by $\tau$, as $\delta_{\theta a,i,j,\tau,\theta c,i,k}$. The notation can be naturally extended to terms and clusters.

![Fig. 3. Head-dependent relationships](image_url)

Continuing with our example, Fig. 3 shows the head-dependent graph using dotted lines connecting the nodes involved in each case. We can observe the impact that both lexical and syntactic ambiguities have on the number of possible dependencies that go forward to the semantic analysis stage. In the first case, they multiply in relation to the number of tokens in a single cluster, or in other words, to the number of lexical categories that can be assigned to a form in a given position of a given sentence. In the second, we can see an analogue effect resulting from the multiplication of dependencies on the modifiers. An example of this would be "émarginé" ("emarginate") , which could be a modifier of either "lobe" ("lobe") or "connectif" ("connective"). This is a well-known phenomenon linked to the association of adjectival attachments to a nominal phrase, and which provides us with two possible interpretations for the sentence: "-emarginate central lobe- of the connective" and "central lobe of the -emarginate connective-", where indents are here used to separate the syntagmas more clearly in each case.

There are still situations in which ambiguities are exclusively of semantic origin. An example is the use of prepositional structures relating multiple entities between
each other, as in "feuille avec pétiole à pubescence éparse" ("leaf with petiole with sparse pubescence") where "à pubescence" ("with pubescence") could be attached either of the nouns "pétiole" ("petiole") or "feuille" ("leaf"). Here, there is only one way to solve the problem, which is to understand the precise nature of the plant organs concerned, something that bears no relationship to the language's morphology or grammar. In any event, and regardless of its origin, an ambiguity corresponds to a situation where a dependent token has more than one head token. Such a condition provides a simple mechanism for solving non-determinism, namely to filter out the less plausible dependencies in favor of the most plausible ones, thereby ensuring that a dependent token has only one head.

Fig. 4. The semantic of a sentence

The prioritization of dependencies is a task for the semantic analyzer, one that it applies in three steps. The first of these is the categorization of tokens, computing the most probable token for each cluster in the text. In other words, we want to determine the lexical category for each occurrence of a given form in the position of a sentence in the corpus. The second step estimates the viability of dependencies between tokens, while the final categorization process seeks to attach the semantic class to the tokens involved in a given dependency. In all these three steps, the analyzer extrapolates the estimations from a local level (sentence) to a global one (corpus) or, in other words, initial data obtained at sentence level are combined and evaluated throughout the whole corpus in order to extract new conclusions that can then be applied in each sentence, the process recommencing iteratively. The user can fix an approximation threshold (resp. a maximum number of iterations) to apply in any of these procedures: $\nu_0$, $\nu_{dt0}$ and $\nu_{dtc}$ (resp. $\iota_0$, $\iota_{dt0}$ and $\iota_{dtc}$). The final outcome of the reporting process is a structure that we call the semantic of the corpus $\mathcal{C}$ we are working with.

**Definition 18.** Let $\{s_i\}_{1 \leq i \leq n}$ be the sentences in a corpus $\mathcal{C}$, and $\mathcal{F}$ (resp. $\mathcal{F}$) be the set of semantic classes (resp. forms) associated to $\mathcal{C}$ (resp. to $\mathcal{F}$) by means of some reliable technique. We define the semantic of the corpus $\mathcal{C}$ as:

$$\mathcal{S}_\mathcal{C} := \{\delta_{t_{ij}^a, t_{ik}^b}^{\Theta_{i,j}^{c,d}}, P(\delta_{t_{ij}^a, t_{ik}^b}^{\Theta_{i,j}^{c,d}})_{\text{local}} = \max\{P(\delta_{t_{ij}^a, t_{ik}^b}^{\Theta_{i,j}^{c,d}}, Z, \Theta_{i,k}^{Y,W})_{\text{local}}\} \}$$

(2)
where $\max$ is the maximal function on $\mathbb{N}$, $P_{local}$ computes the probability for its argument at local level, and $\delta^{\Theta^{W}}_{i,j,k}$ are the dependencies computed as a result of the knowledge acquisition process previously described. We can naturally restrict the concept to refer the semantic of a document $D$ in $C$ (resp. of a sentence $s_i \in D$) by

$$S_{D} := \{\Theta^{\Theta^{W}}_{i,j,k} \mid \Theta^{\Theta^{W}}_{i,j,k} \in \mathcal{J}, s_i \in D\}$$

resp. by

$$S_{D,s_i} := \{\Theta^{\Theta^{W}}_{i,j,k} \mid \Theta^{\Theta^{W}}_{i,j,k} \in \mathcal{J}_{s_i}\}$$

Returning to our case scenario example, Fig. 4 shows the result of the knowledge acquisition task for the same sentence whose initial graph of dependencies was shown previously in Fig. 3. The comparison between the two figures highlights the magnitude of the simplifications that have been made.

5.2. Knowledge representation

We are now ready to structure the BGS that shape the meaning of a text. Although the proposal is independent of the knowledge domain considered, it is necessary to locate our work in a concrete one, in order to suitably model the support serving as a basis for subsequently defining such graphs. As already justified, our choice is the botanical description from the corpus $R$. In this sense, we retake the set $T$ of semantic classes (types) shown in Table 1, in order to introduce a partial order on it as follows:

$$\forall t \in \mathcal{E} = \{fruit, organe\}, \ t \leq \varepsilon \leq \top$$

$$\forall t \in \mathcal{P} = \{couleur, forme, taille, texture, position\}, \ t \leq \rho \leq \top$$

where $\varepsilon$ (resp. $\rho$) is the greater element for the entities (resp. properties) $\mathcal{E}$ (resp. $\mathcal{P}$).

In this way, we introduce our running support $S_{\mathcal{R}} = (T_{\mathcal{C}}, T_{\mathcal{R}}, I_{\mathcal{R}})$ by defining:

$$T_{\mathcal{C}} := \{\varepsilon, \rho\} \cup \mathcal{E} \cup \mathcal{P} \cup \{\top\}$$

$$T_{\mathcal{R}} := \{[b, \tau, d], [b, *, d], \exists \delta^{\Theta^{W}}_{i,j,k} \in \mathcal{J}_{\mathcal{R}} \cup \{[\varepsilon, *, \varepsilon]\} \cup \{[\varepsilon, *, \rho]\} \cup \{[\rho, *, \rho]\} \cup \{[\top, *, \top]\}\}}$$

$$I_{\mathcal{R}} := \{\Theta^{\varepsilon}_{i,j}, \Theta^{\varepsilon}_{i,k}\}$$

where $\mathcal{J}_{\mathcal{R}}$ is the semantic associated with the running corpus $\mathcal{R}$. With regard to the set of relations $T_{\mathcal{R}}$, these are directly extracted from $\mathcal{J}_{\mathcal{R}}$ through the transitional dynamic, and summarize a transition between two terms from the point of view of the semantic classes (types) involved. As extra elements, we add triples representing any possible transition in the semantically related generic concepts. The partial order we consider in $T_{\mathcal{C}}$ (resp. $T_{\mathcal{R}}$) is naturally induced by the one previously defined in $T$ (resp. $T$ and $I_{\mathcal{R}}$). Finally, we define the markers $I_{\mathcal{R}}$ as the set of forms in the corpus $\mathcal{R}$. 
Our starting point to introduce the BGs on this support is the semantic \(S_D\) associated with each of the \(M\) documents in the corpus \(B = \bigcup_{m \in M} D_m\), as follows:

\[
C_{D_m} := \{\Theta_{a,b}^{i,j}, \Theta_{c,d}^{i,k}\}_{\delta_{a,b}^{i,j}, \delta_{c,d}^{i,k} \in S_D} \\
R_{D_m} := \{[b, \tau, d], \exists \delta_{a,b}^{i,j}, \delta_{c,d}^{i,k} \in S_D\} \quad (9)
\]

\[
E_{D_m} := \bigcup_{\delta_{a,b}^{i,j}, \delta_{c,d}^{i,k} \in S_D} \{(b, \tau, d), (b, \tau, d), (b, \tau, d), (b, \tau, d, 2, \Theta_{c,d}^{i,k})\} \quad (10)
\]

\[
L_{D_m}(X) := \begin{cases} 
\Theta_{a,b}^{i,j} & \text{if } X = \Theta_{a,b}^{i,j} \in C_{D_m} \\
X & \text{if } X \in R_{D_m} \\
1 & \text{if } X = (1, 1, \ldots) \in E_{D_m} \\
2 & \text{if } X = (2, 2, \ldots) \in E_{D_m}
\end{cases} \quad (11)
\]

Succinctly, a conceptual node in \(C_{D_m}\) is any term involved in the semantic \(S_D\), while relation nodes in \(R_{D_m}\) are elements of \(T_{RB}\) associated to transitions in \(S_D\). The multiset of edges \(E_{D_m}\) contains in this case only binary relations, the head (resp. dependent) term corresponding to the first (resp. second) triple. With regard to the labeling function \(L_{D_m}\), it makes it possible to recover the class and the token associated to a given term representing a concept, whilst implementing the identity on the relations, since in our case we build these directly from \(S_D\). The value of this function on edges identifies head (1) and dependent edges (2). In order to cushion this notational load, we introduce a simplified graphic representation for BGs, much more intuitive and visual, translating the transitional dynamic from the parse directly to the graph.

Let’s assume a dependency \(\delta_{a,b}^{i,j}, \delta_{c,d}^{i,k}\) in the parse. This involves the head (resp. the dependent) concept \(\Theta_{a,b}^{i,j}\) (resp. \(\Theta_{c,d}^{i,k}\)), a relation \([b, \tau, d]\) as well as the corresponding edge \(([b, \tau, d], 1, \Theta_{a,b}^{i,j})\) (resp. \(([b, \tau, d], 2, \Theta_{c,d}^{i,k})\); we summarize in the graph shown in Fig. 5. As a practical example, we can see in Fig. 6 the BG corresponding to the sentence whose graph of head-dependent relationships and associated semantic were shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. To provide an overall understanding we do not make explicit the indexes corresponding to either the number of the sentence in the text or the position of the form in that sentence.

6. Using the tool

The following is an informal description of our system, hereinafter referred to as COncceptual and General Information Retrieval (CUGIR), at work. In order to complement the core functionality described above, we developed a graphical user in-
Fig. 6. The RG of a sentence

interface featuring a corpus management component, configuration dialogs as well as graph-based operations and visualizations.

6.1. The interface

The general appearance of the interface can be seen in Fig. 7, which reflects the state of the main panel for a concrete input query, which we can enter through the dialog box included to that effect. Just above of this, we find two buttons to the left, the first of which serves to select the linguistic and semantic resources for the IR task. The second button enables us to open two extra panels as shown in Fig. 8 for the Acidocarpus camerounensis, the left-most of which we baptize as documentary panel and shows the list of documents in the corpus.

We can select a document, whose conceptual representation is then visualised to the right in the conceptual panel, omitting in part the description of relations to avoid saturating the visualization task, although such data is considered internally. Thus, lexical information associated with the label relation is kept if present, while syntactic information is withheld. This is the case of the dependence close to the legend at bottom left, between the concepts [organ,calice] and [organ,s´epale], whose relation should be [organ,2] but is nevertheless labeled only by "a."

Fig. 7. The main panel of COGIR

Continuing with the interface description, at the top right of the main panel, we find two check-boxes. The first of these serves to activate the visual querying mode, whilst the second, useful for relevance feedback purposes, allows us to...
indicate that the set of texts in which we are looking for an answer is retaken from the list of documents recovered from the previous query. In the lower-left part of the main panel, we can distinguish another two smaller dialog boxes for entering the values for the parameters $\mu_a$ and $\mu_j$ limiting the number of adds and joins on the query graphs during the search task. Following the main dialog box to the right of the same panel, we have a button \textit{Submit} that allows us to raise the query against the corpus. Just below this, another button enables the user to pose a finite number of queries simultaneously if he should so wish.

Fig. 8. The documentary and conceptual panels of cogir, on the database

Having raised the query, both the documentary and the conceptual panels are updated, as we can see in Fig. 9. The first then shows the list of documents for which some kind of conceptual relation with the query has been detected. Using the same font color, this list pools together those documents associated to a same type of answer: approximate, plausible or partial. In our example, the query has only produced two kinds of answer: the first three are plausible, while the rest are partial ones. The user can then select any one of these documents to visualize in the conceptual panel the semantic representation as well as, using a darker background color, the nodes and relations involved in the projection from the query to this particular text, which here corresponds to the entry \textit{Adiantum schweinfurthii}. This allows us to obtain a precise contextualization of the search task, facilitating a more comprehensive start of a possible relevance feedback loop from the set of documents retrieved and a new query. To do so, the user should indicate the corresponding option in the check-box at the upper-right of the main panel.

The interface also makes it possible to question the system exclusively using a visual protocol. On any conceptual representation, obtained either from a document in the corpus as in Fig. 8 or from a response to a query as in Fig. 9, the user can
directly mark the set of relations between concepts he is looking for in the database with the mouse and send them immediately to the search engine using the same button as we had earlier done in the case of text queries. Compared to the latter, graphical queries allow the user to work with explicit semantic representations, which can be of interest in order to introduce greater precision and reliability in the search.

6.2. The system at work

Once we have sketched the interface, we can learn a little more about how and why a response is built in practice. To do so, we illustrate the mechanisms of conceptual IR applied to SB on the basis of a practical example, the query "Je cherche quelque chose de pinné, avec des sores dans les sinus" ("I am looking for something pinnate, with sores in the sinuses") that we previously entered through the dialog box in the main panel, as shown in Fig. 7. This query involves both taxonomic and non-taxonomic relationships as well as attributes, a common component in classic ontology theory. In the first case, we refer "quelque chose avec des sores" ("something with sores"), which we can formalize by "sores part-of something". In the second, we include a locative relationship taken from PO, "sores dans les sinus" ("sores in the sinuses"), corresponding to an annotation of the type "sores located-in sinuses". In the case of attributes, we find "quelque chose de pinné" ("something pinnate"), which we can characterize by "something has-property pinnate". It is important to remember here that PO, the ontological reference in the botanic domain, limits the use of attributes to aspects related to synonym and references, generally covering terms and not phenotypes. This justifies the need for more specific ontologies, such as PATO.

![Diagram of conceptual graphs and systems biology](http://obofoundry.org/wiki/index.php/PATO:Main_Page)

\(\text{Fig. 9. The documentary and conceptual panels of cogir, on a query’s answer}\)

\(\text{\textsuperscript{d}}\) which we can identify with our entities.

\(\text{\textsuperscript{*}}\) see http://obofoundry.org/wiki/index.php/PATO:Main_Page
Among the set of answers returned by the system, we focus on the partial one already seen in Fig. 9. We can observe the existence of three conceptual nodes, [ORGAN, sore] to the left, and [ORGAN,limbe] and [FORM,penne] to the right. The latter two are linked by a relation node [ORGAN,[1],ORGAN] that, as previously mentioned, we do not visualize in the interest of understanding. To obtain this answer, a chain of transformations has been applied in order to build a projection from the conceptual representation of the query in Fig. 10 to the document:

1. The addition of the node concept [ORGAN,sinus].
2. The addition of the relation [ORGAN,[2]_dans,ORGAN], between the concepts [ORGAN, sore] and [ORGAN,sinus].
3. The addition of the relation [ORGAN,[2]_avec,ORGAN], between the concepts [ORGAN, limbe] and [ORGAN,sore].

The result is the diagram illustrated in Fig. 11, which subsumes the one shown in Fig. 10. More exactly, [ORGAN,limbe] is a concept node specializing [ε,*], which in turn represents "quelque chose" ("something"). The same applies to the relation nodes linking [ε,*] with [ORGAN,sore] and [FORM,penne], since in both cases they can be specialized in [ORGAN,[2]_avec,ORGAN] and [ORGAN,[1],FORM], respectively.

Visual querying is performed from a conceptual representation that, as said previously, can be associated to a database or to the trace of a projection. In both cases the protocol to follow is the same, which we illustrate in the context of this last scenario in order to provide relevance feedback. The goal is to identify new contents among those texts containing some answer to the original query, which implies searching in the list of the documentary panel in Fig. 9, taking as our starting point a set of concepts and relations we combine from the current projection. Once we have activated the two check-boxes in the upper-right part of the main panel, enabling both the visual querying and the relevance feedback modes, the new query is built using the mouse to select the concepts involved in the new search and to define new relations between them.

As a case in point, let us assume that we want to find those documents including an additional reference to "sore linéaire" ("linear sore"), which involves the concepts [ORGAN,sore] and [FORM,linéaire], corresponding respectively to the
head and the dependent of a new link we must define. To do this, the user first select the future head for latter establishing the dependency simply by dragging with the mouse to the dependent. In order to distinguish links of this kind from those associated to the original BG, its graphical representation is slightly different, as we can see in Fig. 12. We are now ready to raise the new search process, simply by pressing the button $\begin{array}{c} \text{Browse} \end{array}$, to obtain the set of answers shown in the documentary panel of Fig. 13. In contrast to the situation in the original query, the system now covers the whole spectrum of answers, including five approximate ones in the highest position on the list. Likewise, the conceptual panel now shows the concepts and relations involved in the projection associated to the visual query with respect to the document Loxograma latifolia. The picture allows us not only to contextualize the search process, but also to appreciate that the answer is an exact one since no transformations are needed to build the projection from the conceptual representation of the query in the conceptual panel of Fig. 12 to the text one in Fig. 13.

![Fig. 12. An example of visual query](image)

7. The Performance

Our aim now is to provide a simple and comprehensible overview of the performance achieved by our IR architecture. To this end, we first need to define a formal testing frame in order to guarantee the relevance of the conclusions drawn from the experimental evidence.

7.1. The testing frame

In order to evaluate COGIR we need a representative documentary collection, a set of topics, a set of trustworthy evaluation measures and a baseline serving as referral. In the former case, we choose the corpus $\mathcal{B}$ for the reasons previously stated. To
select the topics, we take up the proposal described in 21, which includes 150 queries distributed equitably among three levels of difficulty (low, medium and high) and formally motivated. Under the heading of evaluation metrics, we differentiate two groups of measures: set-based and rank-based. The former focuses on the relevant or non-relevant character of the documents retrieved, including precision and recall, as well as F and fall-out measures. These two latter allow us to estimate the harmonic mean of precision and recall and to take into account the proportion of non-relevant documents retrieved, respectively. The second group also takes into account the order in which the returned documents are presented. We here consider precision (resp. recall) at k documents (p@k) (resp. r@k), which permits us to compute these parameters even when we are only interested in fixed low levels of retrieved results as is typically the case of a web search. To this respect we consider k = 10, corresponding approximately to the size of the first page of results returned by a search engine, which seems to identify the self-focusing threshold for users 25. The geometric interpretation of the precision-recall graph corresponds to the mean average precision (MAP). In order to highlight improvements for low-performing queries, we calculate the geometric mean average precision (GMAP). With the intention of distinguishing between documents that are explicitly judged as non-relevant and those that are only assumed to be non-relevant because they are unjudged, we also consider the binary preference relation (BPREF). We also include the normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) for the purpose of separately evaluating the performance at each relevance level, penalizing the fact that highly relevant documents appear lower in a search result. Finally, for comparative purposes we consider the following ranking functions:

(1) As algebraic distances, pivoted cosine and impact-based ranking, both using a weighting factor TF-IDF. The slope in the former was tuned from 0 to 0.44 in increments of 0.04, finally taking 0.44.

(2) As probabilistic ranking, Okapi’s BM25. We tuned the b parameter from 0 to 1 in increments of 0.05, obtaining b = 0.3. With regard to k1 and k3, it seems that they have little effect on retrieval performance, so we fixed them to 1.2 and 1,000 respectively, as indicated by 26.

(3) As language model measure, Dirichlet Smoothing. We tune the µ parameter from 1,000 to 3,000 in increments of 100, resulting in µ = 2, 800.

We chose ZETTAIR as the common implementation platform for all these metrics. As both ZETTAIR and COGIR are written in C, this allows us to minimize the impact of implementation features on the tests.

As a general parameter setting for our IR proposal, we tune the ratios µj and µa from 0 to 0.5 in increments of 0.05, obtaining respectively the values 0.2 and 0.3. In this respect, as above, all parameters were tuned taking the MAP as reference.

---

5see http://barcelona.research.yahoo.net/dokuwiki/doku.php?id=baselines
8see http://www.seg.rmit.edu.au/zettair/
As thresholds for the categorization processes we take $v_{to} = 0.7$, $v_{dto} = 0.7$ and $v_{dte} = 0.8$. We fix the maximum number of iterations in all cases ($\iota_{to}$, $\iota_{dto}$ and $\iota_{dte}$) to 10.

7.2. The experimental results

We can now input, visualize and interpret the results according to the different evaluation metrics, which we have condensed in Tables 3 and 4 according to whether they take into account the order in which the returned documents are presented, or not, respectively. We use bold (resp. underlined) fonts to mark the best overall values (resp. the baselines). Each value associates in brackets the percentage of improvement with regard to the corresponding baseline, reporting its statistical significance with respect to the latter ($p < 0.05$) using the Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-ranks test \(^{54}\) and marking it with a star.

Set-based evaluation favors COGIR over the rest of IR systems on all metrics. With respect to the other ranking models, all of them produce similar results, with some differences that seem irrelevant when set against those previously mentioned for the conceptual approach\(^{b}\). The best (resp. the worst) absolute increase in the percentage for all ranking metrics with COGIR is reached for precision (resp. recall) (108.53%) (resp. 37.14%), while regarding numerical values, the best (resp. the worst) one is reached by recall (resp. F-measure) (0.6096) (resp. 0.2221). We need to remember that the fall-out is a negative measure, in the sense that the best

---

\(^{b}\)the minimum increase for COGIR in relation to the baseline corresponds to recall with 37.14%, while the minimum decrease for the rest of ranking models is associated to BM25 on F-measure with -0.16%.
results are associated to minimum values. On the whole, these data allow us to argue the importance of including mechanisms for an efficient semantic treatment on SB.

Table 3. Results on set-based evaluation measures

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>Recall</td>
<td>F-measure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cogir</td>
<td>0.3495 (168.53%)*</td>
<td>0.6096 (37.14%)*</td>
<td>0.2221 (82.49%)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bm25</td>
<td>0.1676</td>
<td>0.4427 (-0.40%)</td>
<td>0.1215 (-0.16%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dirichlet</td>
<td>0.1535 (-8.41%)</td>
<td>0.4055 (-8.77%)</td>
<td>0.1111 (-8.54%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impact</td>
<td>0.1696</td>
<td>0.4445</td>
<td>0.1317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>piv. cosine</td>
<td>0.1669 (-0.41%)</td>
<td>0.4409 (-0.81%)</td>
<td>0.1210 (-0.57%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ranked-based evaluation corroborates the set-based one, supporting the idea that the conceptual strategy better exploits the semantic relations which make up the meaning of the text\(^1\). The best (resp. the worst) absolute increase in the percentage for all ranking functions in the case of cogir is reached for the MAP (resp. the P@10) (124.38%) (resp. 51.73%) metric, while regarding numerical values the best (resp. the worst) one is reached by ndcg (resp. gmap) (0.7317) (resp. 0.3480). All of the ranking functions achieve their best numerical values for the ndcg measure, which suggests that documents are successfully evaluated at each relevance level. Curiously, all the minimum numerical values also concur on gmap, revealing the complexity of highlighting improvements for low-performing topics.

Table 4. Results on rank-based evaluation measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MAP</th>
<th>GMAP</th>
<th>Bpref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cogir</td>
<td>0.5088 (124.38%)*</td>
<td>0.3480 (101.97%)*</td>
<td>0.5063 (100.72%)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bm25</td>
<td>0.2213 (-2.38%)</td>
<td>0.1569 (-3.11%)</td>
<td>0.2422 (-10.19%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dirichlet</td>
<td>0.2080 (-8.42%)</td>
<td>0.1488 (-13.63%)</td>
<td>0.2372 (-6.17%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impact</td>
<td>0.1873 (-17.38%)</td>
<td>0.0712 (-58.67%)</td>
<td>0.1850 (-26.82%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>piv. cosine</td>
<td>0.2367</td>
<td>0.1723</td>
<td>0.2528</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>P@10</th>
<th>R@10</th>
<th>NDCG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cogir</td>
<td>0.5432 (51.73%)*</td>
<td>0.3900 (50.77%)*</td>
<td>0.7317 (12.08%)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bm25</td>
<td>0.3253 (-9.13%)</td>
<td>0.2283 (-6.47%)</td>
<td>0.4198 (-1.27%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dirichlet</td>
<td>0.3207 (-10.41%)</td>
<td>0.2308 (-5.44%)</td>
<td>0.3952 (-7.05%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>impact</td>
<td>0.2407 (-32.76%)</td>
<td>0.1726 (-29.29%)</td>
<td>0.3628 (-14.67%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>piv. cosine</td>
<td>0.3580</td>
<td>0.2441</td>
<td>0.4252</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8. Conclusions

Scientific text constitutes the main source of relevant biological knowledge for researchers, although its heterogeneity and different origins deeply complicate both the automatic extraction of relevant information and the subsequent search for interactions. The problem is compounded by the avalanche of data generated and is

\(^1\)the minimum increase for cogir in relation to the baseline corresponds to gmap with 34.80%, while the minimum decrease for the rest of ranking models is associated to bm25 on ndcg with -1.27%.
exacerbated when it comes to an inexpert biologist and/or computer user. With this aim, we have introduced an architecture able to give the user everything he needs in order to relate data: tools for knowledge acquisition and representation as well as for conceptual-based IR and efficient querying, all integrated into a user-friendly interface. This makes it possible to design a style of work based in the principle of what you see is what you get, allowing the automatic linking, transformation, overlaying, and comparison of information. In particular, it is possible to contextualize the search task, allowing the user to easily trace and understand both the IR process and the evolution of the knowledge database with respect to the changes in the underlying corpus, which in turn helps him to select contents or even to disambiguate the relationships described in the text.

Our proposal has been developed from a computational model providing soundness and completeness with regard to deduction in FOL, which guarantees a well-founded treatment of semantics. Compared to other works, the concept of ontology we apply is more flexible, moving away from complex static structures that are difficult to generate and even harder to maintain. Instead, we opt for a more dynamic approach where the relations between concepts and the concepts themselves are not subject to rigid syntactic norms, thereby facilitating their automatic generation from the text. The formal basis is the notion of CG, allowing us to avoid the problems associated with the lack of compatibility between different ontological descriptive formalisms, which notably favors the integration of data from different sources. This choice also makes it possible to solve queries when only partial knowledge is available and to capture the strongest semantic evidence that results in the most accurate similarity assessment, when dealing with overlapping knowledge. In practice, trials show promising results, which allows us to argue the viability of NLP as a basis for implementing SB.
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